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Dear Readers,

The theme I had chosen for
this issue—Men And Their Word—
was something I thought might have
been an interesting subject for the
men of this community to explore.
Upon some deep reflection, I realize
I chose this theme partly because I
am looking for answers from “out
there” to help me resolve my di-
lemma regarding this topic.  Even
deeper, and more vulnerable than
this, I was hoping there were others
who share my dilemma and want to
write about it—partly from a selfish
standpoint, so that I don’t feel so
unique in this challenge; but also
from a real curiosity:  How do others
deal with this issue in their lives?
Certainly, it is something others
wrestle with.  I see it often—people,
including myself, who don’t (or don’t
want to) follow through with their
word.  Then there are others,
including myself, who are directly
affected by someone else who
doesn’t remain committed to their
word.

The other morning, as I was
on a rant about Man Alive, going on
and on about how the submissions
were so few, and they weren’t what
I had expected them to be (actually,
in hindsight, I don’t think I knew
what I was expecting), and I felt
maybe I needed to back out of my
commitment as editor of Man Alive,
my partner, Shari, pointed out to me
how interesting it was that I had
chosen this topic, given my own
struggle with it.

I beat myself up mercilessly
when it comes to keeping my word.
I forget that I am simply a human
being, carrying myself forward on a
journey that involves experiments
and questions, many of them unre-
solved and unanswered.
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How many times have we heard the saying, “To be a
man, you’ve got to be true to your word.”  And indeed keeping
“our word” is what makes us what we are.  There is no greater
honor than to be “a man of his word.”  However, as with anything,
there is a downside to keeping “our word,” for to do so will often
prove to be a double-edged sword.   Sometimes, “doing our duty”
or “keeping our word” means giving up “our dreams.”

This fact was brought up to me the other day when I got
a phone call from a friend telling me that Pacomio, another friend,
had been diagnosed with the
beginning of Alzheimer’s
disease.  A cold chill ran
through me.  How could
Pacomio, who had always been
so intelligent, so mentally sharp,
be losing his mental capacities?
More important, since Pacomio
and I were the same age, both of
us in our early seventies, what if
what was happening to him
were to happen to me?  If that
were to happen, it would be the
end of “The Pledge” Pacomio
and I had made many years
before.  Would we end up
evoking John Greenleaf
Whittier’s lament, “For of all sad
words of tongue and pen, the
saddest are these:  It might have
been!”

“The Pledge” was first
made way back during the
Korean Conflict.  There we were,
two scared kids, drawn to each
other by the simple fact that we
were from the same area—
Northern New Mexico.  It has
been said that “No greater
friendship ever existed then
those that have been made
while in the Armed Services.”
That was true for us, for we
became good friends, clinging
to each other, as brothers, in
this strange new world we found ourselves in, telling each other
our deepest secrets and dreams.

It was then that we had made “The Pledge”—that if we
survived the war, we would attempt to fulfill our dreams.
Pacomio’s dream, which was perfect for him, since he was always
talking politics, was to become a judge.  My dream, to become a
writer, suited me to a T, since I was forever writing.

But when we came home, and duties and responsibilities
took over, and as time marched on, “The Pledge,” which had been
so important back then, was always being pushed back, to be
worked on at a later date.

It was not until we met again, at our fiftieth high school

reunion, that “The Pledge” was once more brought to the
forefront.  The get-together was a joyous celebration.  Old
memories were dredged out, remembered and savored.   There was
only one thing that weighted heavily on our conscience, and that
was that we had not followed through on “The Pledge” we had
once made.

“Oh, the dreams we had then,” Pacomio sighed.  “When
I got out of the Army, however, “the dream” was put on hold.  I
went to college and became an engineer, then moved to Los

Angeles, and started my own
company.  It turned out to be a
success.  Recently, I sold it,
retired, and moved back to New
Mexico.”

“Unfortunately, the same
thing happened to me,” I said.
“Upon coming home, reality set
in and “my word” or “duty” took
over.  First there was school to be
dealt with, then I got a job.  I
became a husband, then a father.
I raised a fine family, and eventu-
ally retired from teaching, but at
each turning point in my life, the
idea of becoming a writer was
simply pushed back, to be done
at some later date, after I had
fulfilled my responsibilities.

It was then that Pacomio
said, “I am almost afraid to say
this, but what if destiny has
brought us together again, so
that we can renew ‘The Pledge.’
Listen, it makes sense.  We are
both retired.  We both have the
time.  Let’s go for it.  This could
be all the motivation we need.”

I could see the logic in
his thinking, and was soon
caught in the enthusiasm of
renewing “The Pledge” we had
made almost fifty years before.
Maybe we could do it.  We had
kept “our word.”  We had

“fulfilled our duty.”  Maybe it was now time to realize “our
dream.”

Suddenly, a flicker of doubt passed over Pacomio’s face.
“You don’t think it’s to late, do you?” he asked.

Had this been a premonition of things to come?  I,
however, being the eternal optimist, said, “No, of course it’s not.
Sure it will not be quick or easy, but others have done it before.
Alex Haley, the author of Roots, did not start writing until he
retired from the Coast Guard.  What’s more, he had to write under
more severe conditions than what I face. At one time, he was
living in a friend’s garage, which didn’t even have a bathroom.  It
took him seventeen years living under these conditions before

The PledgeThe PledgeThe PledgeThe PledgeThe Pledge
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Mr. Approval
Wayne Godfrey

When I was just a little guy
And rode my old blue bike…
And obeyed the rules of grown ups
Regardless who I liked

I was most aware that in this world
The boy that did succeed
Was the one who agreed with others
Despite his own real need

My parents used this very tool
To aide my ‘bilities
And so “agreement” came real fast
As true necessity

Armed with this practice, now my own,
I shoved needs far aside
In favor of all others’ truths,
Chameleon of pride

And through life’s wandering ramblings
My joys came from without
I knew not well just who I was
My own best friend, self-doubt

It took a mighty anger
From within to surface all
Those real truths hidden deep within
I couldn’t just recall

Until one day, my marriage left,
My business perished fast
And the beating heart within me
Did threaten its very last

My outside world had crumbled
Identity lay dead
Clueless suffering enveloped me
Self blame was in my head

I looked to gals to fill this void
But they revolted when
It came apparent my presence
Was not only just for them

And so began my fervent search
For meaning from within
A search for spirit I’d suppressed
I sought truth once again

How this pain and suffering
Did preceed my future glee
Underscores quixotically
How pain yields advocacy

And so my friends, my path goes on
And much to my surprise
I’m finding lots of newer truths
To replace old self-lies

I find that “essence” is the spark
Of who I really am
Awaiting my discovery
It harkens round the bend

And “program” is the word I use
To see the other half
Of me that’s been all taught and
trained:
“Be proper, Wayne, don’t laugh”

And thanks to lots of other lads
Brave men who came before
I now can see beyond “good boy”
A fascinating door

Acceptance is the path I choose
And so to you I say
Let not the fear we disagree
Spoil savoring our shared day

For in each single one of us
Lie truths that differ still
Yet peace attends courageous few
That trust disclosure’s will
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Crossroads
Brett Nelson

A twinge of pain flares
in the left side of my chest,
then fades in a few seconds,
only to return and subside, return and subside,
like waves upon a shore.
Dread and hope battle in me

Seven years ago,
a surgeon’s knife rearranged me.
I vowed to never let it happen again…
Have I failed?

A haggard face with dark eyes
watches and waits in silence outside my window.
Has it come for me now?  Already?
I wonder if I can let go
of what was loaned to me
and make peace
with what I have done and not done…
Can I let it be enough?

Or will the body shop fix me again
and give me another 10 years?  20?
Do I go gently
or rage against the night?
I want to fight…
This is unfair!!  Isn’t it?

Suddenly my fear and doubt melt,
and what washes over me in surprise
is love for what I am and have been,
acceptance of what I have done and not done.
It’s not a battle I’ve won or lost
but a life I have lived.  My life!
Something to simply honor for what it is.

All that I’ve chosen and done,
I’ve done according to my own light.
Let me have the dignity of my failures.
They belong to me, not anyone else.
They’re the other side of my triumphs…
partners, not enemies.

It’s not a bad story, to boot…
a good bedtime read.
And if I see the Sun
through my window tomorrow, as usual,
YES, I will rise and be happy
to make my omelet and coffee.
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The following poem was written 25 years ago, for Cathy Konke, my younger cousin. 

Death Of A Lady 
Raymond Johnson

Speak to me my swift wind
When under your soft breath lies still
The thought of a moving heart.
 
In death I reside for she’s taken her life
And I like the night
Am starlight mute.
Who was it who said life stops
With a snap?
Or is it submission to movement like light,
To sweet smelling winds
And something of immortal concern?
 

Fresh Tracks
Jeff Hood

Single file of shuffling shapes,
hairy, humped, leaving in the dark.
They glance back at home,
giving it up
rather than contest it with us…
who have so righteously convinced ourselves.

And when one gets lost, confused,
or just plain hungry
and returns,
we call him an aggressor, dangerous,
dart him, cage him, kill her,
too late to hear our song
die on her lips.

The following poem was the result of a dream after I had found my father’s family
several years ago. He had died the year before, and I learned he didn’t think much
about his fathering skills, as his father was a vet and an abusive alcoholic. My father
was also a vet who wouldn’t talk about his military experience.  I learned about him
through the eyes of those who loved him, and learned that he had been looking for me
the last years of his life. My stepmother also showed me a small box of photos he had
been going through before he died, and one of the photos was of my wife and me that
I had sent him.

Paradox
Robert Francis Smith Johnson

Father you came to me
in dreamtime

carrying a bouquet
of carrots,

and heard me
forgive you for
forgetting me

for
so many years.

I thank you
for the life

you’ve given me,
and

I wish I could
feel your arms
holding me;

there is an ache
where you are not.
I wish I could have
heard your voice

just once;

Instead we will
sing together soon

using the voice
we share,

songs
that will heal

the world and us
and

bring love to
this sweet
and sad
miracle

of paradox.
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Nonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent Communication
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My father, who had fought with General Patton’s Fourth
Armored Division in World War II, was a victim of the
Dao of Dominance; and he strongly initiated me into that
way, with his hands and feet and, what’s worse, with his
critical tongue. His was the mindset and language of the
Dominator – blame, insults, put-downs, moralistic judg-
ments and punishment.   In fact, both my parents were
rageaholics.  With that kind of modeling, is it any wonder
that anger became my default emotion?

In 1966, I took vows of Poverty, Chastity and Obedience,
even though I had become an agnostic while preparing
myself in the Novitiate. I took the vows anyway, because I
thought I could do the type of work to which I was drawn
in a community of men who pooled their energy and focus,
and were unencumbered by marriage!

I cried when I read Nietzsche, tears of joy, tears of relief,
tears of excitement and appreciation.  I had found some-
one who had dared to break out of the bondage of the
past, break free of the “herd,” and take responsibility for
himself, to create his own meaning and lead the way for
the other voices of existentialism like Sartre and Camus
and Bernanos.  “Man” was nothing and therefore could be
anything he chose. All we needed was the will to be who
we chose to be! “The Will to Power.” Brilliant! How could
it be otherwise?  In 1969, I left for Europe, where it took
me three years to acquire an MA in Philosophy at the
Sorbonne.

By the time I left for India in 1974, I spoke four languages
and, having spent a year in Japan, I was also a black belt
in karate. I traveled overland from Europe to Dharamsala,
where I began studying with a Geshe in the Tibetan
Library. I was struggling to understand Buddhism through
the filter of the Will to Power, when a housemate put
Krishnamurti’s “Beyond Violence” into my hands. My
world turned upside down, permanently. I saw that the
mind could never take me where I wanted to go.  Neither
could the will. No matter how many university degrees or
black belts I acquired, neither intellectual accomplishment
nor discipline would ever set me free.

The two pillars of my universe, will and intellect, totally
crumbled, to be replaced by the simple process of En-

quiry, or choiceless observation – observing without
judging, without labeling, without overlaying the future or
the past onto the process, participating in what
Krishnamurti called “this natural thing that comes about in
the freedom and the joy of meditation.”

A couple of back to back ten-day Vipassana camps in
Dalhousie and Dharamsala gave me an opportunity to
experiment with these mind blowing insights, and bring
them down from my head to my belly.  Now, thirty years
later, the Enquiry has permeated my bones and I still feel
tremendous gratitude toward Krishnamurti, and honor him
like a father, the single most powerful influence in my life.

I spent the next ten years with Rajneesh (Osho).
They were good years – especially those in India,
where I taught martial arts and spent many hours
each day sitting in mindfulness.  Zorba the Buddha
was a phrase that Rajneesh coined to get us to
celebrate our lives, to be totally present in our
sexuality, our work, our grief, our play, our Enquiry.
It was a very powerful opportunity to live in a com-
munity of thousands, and to shed psycho-social
conditioning and work with many types of practices,
from Advaita to Gurdjieff, from Encounter group to
Ikkyu’s Zen.  And yet I was still, in some ways, a
prisoner of the Dominator Model.  I still believed,
for example, that other people could make me angry.

It was while I was in graduate school at Southwestern College in
1995, that a Psychodrama buddy of mine, Dana Ludwig, gave me a
tape of Marshall Rosenberg’s called Expressing and Receiving
Anger Fully. That took me to Marshall’s book Nonviolent
Communication (NVC), and I’ve been steeped in his work ever
since.

Growing up in this culture, we are conditioned to blame others for
our feelings.  “He pissed me off.”  “She got me so angry.”
Another car cuts in front of us and what do we say?  “Asshole!”
Bush invades Iraq, and we create an “enemy image” of him,
perhaps calling him liar, criminal, murderer.  We grew up speaking
the language that Marshall calls ‘Jackal’, that language of blame,
insults, labels, criticism, comparisons, and moralistic judgments
which block compassion. When we speak this language, we
occupy ourselves with who is good, bad, abnormal, appropriate,
inappropriate, smart, stupid, right, wrong, etc. It’s a tragic
language because when we express ourselves in it, we increase
defensiveness in others and decrease the likelihood of getting our
needs met.
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Marshall picked the Giraffe to represent NVC, the
language of compassion, which encourages people to take
risks, and share what’s really important to them, in a way
that holds everybody’s needs as equally valuable. The
Giraffe has the largest heart of any land mammal, can
defend itself against lions, and can see very far.  It’s a
language akin to the consciousness that Rumi talks about:

Out beyond ideas of wrong-doing and right-
doing,
there’s a field.  I’ll meet you there.

Radical Empathy and Radical Honesty are the two pillars of the
Partnership Model, which I see as the way out of both the current
global disaster and personal, psychological pain that the Domina-
tor Model has created.  They are also the two fundamental steps
in the dance of communication.  Honesty is when I tell you what’s
alive in me, revealing what I am observing, feeling, needing and
requesting.  Empathy is listening for what’s alive in you, again,
tuning in to those four components.

I would like to share more about these four components and so
many other aspects of NVC, but instead I will talk about a story
that I first encountered in the audio tape I mentioned above.
Marshall is working with a group of kids in a detention center.  A
scuffle breaks out, and in trying to break it up, he takes a shot in
the nose and gets furious, just barely able to contain his anger.
The next day, working with a different group, another scuffle
starts up, and he takes another shot in the nose, which hurts even
more, and yet he doesn’t get angry.  That night, in his hotel room,
he finally figures out that what was making him angry was not the
blow to the nose.  If that were the case, then he would have
gotten angry both times.  No, it was his thinking that got him
angry.  He had been running some judgments about the first kid:
“he’s lazy, apathetic, would never get it,” etc. He didn’t have
those judgments about the second kid.  The cause of our anger
(or any emotion) is never the outside stimulus; it is always our
thinking.

This rocked my world and hooked me on NVC.  I had spent close
to 50 years walking this planet, thinking that, when this guy
pushed me, he was the cause of my anger (and by God, he was
going to pay for it too!), that other people/events “made me
angry.”  I realized then that I was the cause of everything I felt,
and I was no longer trapped in the game of Denial of Responsibil-
ity.  If what makes me angry is out there, then I am in the victim
role.  I am powerless.  He can “make me angry.”  If I am the cause
of my anger, I can do something about it.

I also discovered something even more important.  The very
function of all emotions is to help us see what our needs are in
this moment.  And needs are what we human beings are all about.
In any given moment and in everything we do, we are trying to

meet our needs.  In NVC, we see needs as being universal.  All
human being have the same needs—not only gross ones, like
food, air, touch and shelter; but also the more subtle ones, like
freedom, meaning, connection, sustainability, mutuality, compas-
sion, acceptance, respect, beauty, peace, etc. We talk about needs
consciousness and how to “get down,” down to the level of
needs, so that we can meet our needs.

NVC shows a way down out of the head, down through the
feelings, down into the belly, the guts, the level of need.  It’s the
place of power, akin to the tantien, the hara.  Only when I am in
touch with the needs below my anger (or any other emotion), can
I fully express my anger,  and be fully alive.

NVC is both a consciousness and a language of life; it has shown
me a way out of the Dominator Model into a Partnership Para-
digm, and I am eager to share it with all my relatives.
___________________________________________________________________________

Jack Lehman, MA, LPCC is a psychotherapist in private practice
in Santa Fe, specializing in men’s issues, couples work, and
Equine Assisted Psychotherapy.
He is also a Certified Trainer for the Center for Nonviolent
Communication.
Jack facilitates a NVC practice group Monday nights, 5:30 - 7:30,
on a donation basis. CEU’s are available.  To find out more about
NVC groups and workshops, please contact Jack at 505-995-8200,
or go to nvc-nm.org. on the web.

Nonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent CommunicationNonviolent Communication
Continued from pg.7Continued from pg.7Continued from pg.7Continued from pg.7Continued from pg.7

Time is the coin of your life. It is
the only coin you have,
and only you can determine how
it will be spent.
Be careful lest you let other
people spend it for you.

Carl Sandburg
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Roots was finally published.”
As if to himself, Pacomio murmured, “I wonder if we have seventeen good years left in us.”  Now, three years

later, fate seemed to be saying that in his case, he did not have seventeen good years left.
As for myself, I too have been wondering if I will have time to accomplish “the dream.”  In these past three

years, I have been working very hard at my writing.  I am still far from accomplishing my goals, even though I know I
am headed in the right direction.  I have had a few short stories published, but I am far from considering myself an
author.

And yet after much thought, I have come to realized that no one has a guarantee on life—not even people who
are younger than me.  There is no such thing as a “sure thing” in life.  So despite that nagging little voice whispering in the
back of my mind, begging the question “what if it is too late…or what if you waited too long before getting started…,” I
will continue to carry on, trying to fulfill “The Pledge” Pacomio and I made so long ago.

The PledgeThe PledgeThe PledgeThe PledgeThe Pledge
Continued from pg. 3Continued from pg. 3Continued from pg. 3Continued from pg. 3Continued from pg. 3

From the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the EditorFrom the Editor
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You, dear men, have offered me, yet again, a very important reminder about “Men And Their Word.”  In sharing
with many of you, in person over the years, as well as in reading the stories you tell from your big, sometimes broken,
hearts, I see a huge piece in this topic—a piece I so often forget:  Men And Their Word is, first and foremost, about
being true to ourselves.  Your poems and stories show this so clearly.  Your words speak to me of kindness for self,
acceptance of self…I see, again, the importance of starting from this place, this place of truth to self, and of uncondi-
tional compassion for self, all inclusive, even of those human foibles I so continually refuse to accept.  From a place of
inner kindness and inner clarity, my word to others can emerge, hopefully, in a beautiful way, a way I feel clean inside
about.  It has to start with complete self-love, which for me is not easy…and so the journey continues.

May the journey be beautifully amazing and mysterious for each of us!
Paz,
Mike

Coming Next Issue

Is Man Alive! as an entity fructifying?  Is it stagnating?  Is it something that is read by the community it is intended for?
Is it something that is written by the community it is intended for?  The entire community?  As the editor of the next
issue, which may be my last issue to produce, I really want to know.  How can I make a difference in the course of
Man Alive?  Can I?  Perhaps nothing needs to change?  I have certainly been immensely pleased with the stories and
poetry that you men send to me.  Still, I wonder, is everyone who wants to write, who wants to express themselves,
writing?  Is the diversity of our community of men really being heard?  As far as I can tell, it certainly is a wonderful
community of men that supports and encourages diversity.  But what about those hidden voices that exist in any
enclave?  Must they remain silent?  Maybe so?  But maybe not?  I only ask questions here.  I have no answers.

I am combining, more as an experiment than anything else, what normally are two issues (Spring and Summer) into one
issue.  That issue will come out in late June.  Please send in your submissions by May 1, 2007.
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Salman Rushdie said something like, “The death of
god has torn a god-sized hole in the modern psyche.”  No
question about it, even though the Christian right would
deny it.

Americans are searching for something.  Looking
for answers, looking for gurus, looking for someone to
explain the meaning of life now that so many have given up
on church and traditional religions.  Men in particular are
yearning for something.  Eckhart Tolle has replaced The
Power of Now with A New Earth: Awakening to Your
Life’s Purpose. Do you remember John Lee’s The Flying
Boy: Healing the Wounded Man?  Whatever happened
to Sam Keen and Robert
Bly?  Has anyone heard
of Shepherd Bliss re-
cently, or John
Bradshaw?  Some of the
book titles for men are
revealing:  Keith
Thompson’s To Be a
Man: In Search of the
Deep Masculine.  Or
Verne Becker’s The Real
Man Inside: How Men
Can Recover Their
Identity and Why
Women Can’t Help.

These books, and
many others, are part of a
popular twentieth-century paradigm, what we might call
the Myth of the Individual:  your problems are in fact
YOUR problems, they can only by solved by You.  The
modern disillusionment with Christianity led to a new
message:  Look inside yourself for answers, rather than
looking to the heavens.  Find answers to your problems by
going inside.  Pull yourself up by your bootstraps.  Early in
the twentieth century, this message was promoted by
Vivekananda, Aldous Huxley, Madame Blavatsky,
Krishnamurti, Gerald Heard, and Gurdjieff.  The chorus

was picked up by Norman Vincent Peale’s Power of
Positive Thinking, Scientology, Werner Erhard’s EST,
and recently by Wayne Dyer on PBS, who proclaims the
grand benefits of grasping your potential as an individual,
becoming your real Self.

Someone has called this powerful tradition the
Human Potential Movement: go inside, realize your
potential, change your life, live happily ever after.  This
theme is buttressed with other sayings, like:  you can’t love
someone else until you love yourself; peace begins in your
own heart; you can’t help save someone else until you
save yourself.

Here in the West, the
Myth of the Individual is
combined with the Myth of the
Warrior and the Myth of the
Wilderness.  The latter leads
men to move into the wilder-
ness—or at least the woods–
away from urban corruption,
where the individual can
become the rugged individual,
chop wood, grow food, be
alone.  A friend of mine seeks
to buy extra lots around him
so that no other humans can
intrude on his view, his pri-
vacy, his solitude.  Is this a
form of misanthropy? Even

Thoreau, the prophet of the wilderness, only stayed a
single season on Walden Pond before he reentered the
swarm of human society to try to better it.  The ancient
Greeks thought that only barbarians lived in the woods;
the civilized human lives as close to the center of public
discourse as possible.  There is no better entertainment,
nothing more valuable than debating the issues of the day
with other humans, over coffee–thank god for Starbucks.

Even Men’s Wellness joins in with its unofficial,
lonesome wisdom: you have to do it yourself, but you
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Bodies Made of Steel
 Jeff Rahn

Stand your ground or run for the hills
bills pile up as high as Everest
they never give us
no rest
 
but a horse inside pulls me
up a steep embankment
along the Rio Grande
 
this land is your land 
twisters in my dreams
 
the lord deems me a little fellow
in the scheme of things
 
yet my heart’s got the guts of a mountain goat
the brute force of Boston Bruins’
Johnny Bucyk* or a brawler
like Jimmy Braddock**
 
I’ve had it with my fear
It’s so clear, clearer
than ever before
 
one door is love
the other doesn’t matter
 
one man’s building castles
and waterworks,
another’s buckin’ broncos

bodies made of steel 
 
 
  
* 6-foot, 215-pound Hockey Hall of Famer  Johnny Bucyk was a tough battler,
but rarely penalized. In 1971, he won the Lady Byng Trophy for combining a
high standard of play and gentlemanly conduct.
** Jimmy Braddock was a  Depression-era boxer played by Russell Crowe in
“Cinderella Man” 
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don’t have to do it alone.  Yoga, meditation, Tai Chi,
martial arts, crystals, the hero within.  Ah, the focus on the
self, the sole responsibility, the Myth of Sisyphus, the
lonely path to Nirvana.

So now, I want to ask you: has it worked?  Is it
working for you?  Has the solitary path filled the god-
sized hole in your heart?  Oops, I switched from psyche
to heart.  Of course, meditation can reduce stress, mind-
fulness can slow down the pace, yoga can improve
physical health, but have you
found salvation, enlightenment,
happiness, and fulfillment with
your journey within?

Let me suggest another
paradigm.  Well into Ram Dass’
last movie, Fierce Grace, he
sits in a wheelchair and says that
the one thing that has sustained
him throughout his life is the
unconditional love of his teacher,
Hari Dass Baba, and he points
down to the picture of his
teacher at his feet.  Despite Ram
Dass’s own imperfections, his
teacher loved him, and this
somehow allowed Ram Dass to
be the extraordinary person that
he is.  It sounds like the power
and importance of unconditional love to me.

Unconditional love.  What is it?  About a year
ago, my daughter and family–husband and son–moved
back to Albuquerque.  My first experience with extended
family, and the real joy of observing Maia with little David,
who will be three years in March.  Both are fine parents,
but Maia is so incredibly patient with her son: no anger, no
blowups, no attempts to diminish his fledgling psyche, but
continuous patience, support, understanding.  There are
boundaries for the two–year–old, but NO roadblocks, no
putdowns.  The parents create a space for David to
flower, to explore and understand the world with confi-

dence, assurance.  With unconditional love.  It’s hard to
explain.

Rachel Naomi Remen (a very wise person), in
Kitchen Table Wisdom, describes an incident when she
was at Stanford.  Carl Rogers, the renowned psycho-
therapist, conducted a master’s class for the medical
faculty in his technique, Unconditional Positive Regard.
After a brief lecture, Rogers prefaced a demonstration

with a doctor in the class by
saying, “Before every session, I
take a moment to remember my
humanity.  There is no experience
that this man has that I cannot
share with him, no fear that I
cannot understand, no suffering
that I cannot care about, because I
too am human.  No matter how
deep his wound, he does not need
to be ashamed in front of me.  I
too am vulnerable.  And because
of this, I am enough.  Whatever
his story, he no longer needs to be
alone with it.  This is what will
allow his healing to begin.”  With
Rogers’ total acceptance, the
doctor shed his masks:  “as each
mask fell, Rogers welcomed the

one behind it unconditionally, until finally we glimpsed the
beauty of the doctor’s naked face.”  Remen wished that
she had volunteered; she herself had never been accepted
by someone in such a total way.  She had always tried to
be perfect:  “What was needed was simply to be human.
I was human.  All my life I had feared being found out.”
So what can we give each other:  “Our listening creates
sanctuary for the homeless parts within the other per-
son….  And in the silence of listening, you can know
yourself in everyone.”

The Jungian, Robert Johnson, used to winter in
southern India.  During a visit to Calcutta (“Kali’s city”),
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he was overcome by the human suffering and he spiraled
downward.  Then he remembered that in Indian religious
custom, you have the right to approach a stranger and ask
that person to be the incarnation of God.  This person may
refuse the request, but it is usually considered a sacred
duty and he or she will be revered as if God were present
in that person.
Robert selected a middle-aged man dressed in Indian
fashion and asked him.  The man agreed, they sat down
and Robert then poured out his
woes and emotional stress for
twenty minutes. After sharing
all this emotion he felt much
better.  He thanked the man
profusely and, before parting,
asked who he was, what he
did: the man told Johnson his
name, and then said that he
was a Roman Catholic priest.
They bowed to each other.
(Balancing Heaven and Earth)

So now I wonder whether the bottom line is about
“discovering the truth” or “uncovering the meaning of life”
or reaching Nirvana or personal salvation; or is it about
relationship? Getting connected.  We have such a dearth
of relationship models in our traditional religions or social
movements.  Both Confucius and Jesus were loners, never
married or had kids.  In fact, the Gospel of Matthew
reports that Jesus said, “He who loves father or mother
more than me is not worthy of me; and he who loves son
or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.”  Strange
teachings. Buddha–before he was Buddha–deserted his
wife Yashodhara and their son Rahula in order to pursue
his own salvation. There is the couple Rama and Sita in
Hindu mythology, but the ultimate teaching of the
Bhagavad Gita is detachment.  We have gotten so used to
individual goals that we have forgotten connection:  the
bottom line might not be   “I” or “Not-I” or “soul,” but
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“We.”
Did you catch Ellen Goodman’s tribute to her

mother (Albuquerque Journal, Dec. 7, 2006)?
Goodman’s source of family values was her mother:  “she
taught me that family came first.  She taught me to make
cheesecake and keep peace. . .that a real home was a
place where you were welcome for Sunday brunch and
conversation. . .to accept your children’s life choices
without criticism and with confidence in their judgment.

She taught me patience. . . [and
also] the risk of having love as your
only job….  So my mother’s gift for
family, my mother’s talent for
empathy, was passed down from
one generation to the next and the
next.  It is her abiding legacy.”

Thank goodness for Ellen
Goodman’s column and others like
it.  The Kabbalistic tradition offers
us a kind of mystical version of the

Big Bang.  In the beginning there was pure Being, but then
an accident shattered this wholeness and the God’s light
fragmented into an infinite number of sparks which were
scattered throughout the universe.  Hidden within all
created things is a spark of the divine.  The task of life,
according to this tradition, is to assist in restoring the
wholeness of the world by helping to free the holy sparks
in everything and everyone.  How do we do this?
Through loving kindness and compassion.  Rachel
Remen’s grandfather explained to her:  “When we bless
others, we free the goodness in them and in ourselves.
When we bless life, we restore the world.” (My
Grandfather’s Blessings) Remen concludes: “Perhaps
our greatest service is simply to find ways to strengthen
and live closer to our goodness.”  Not an easy task:
goodness to whom?  Partner, children, friends, neighbors,
clerks, salespeople, workmen, workwomen, etc., etc.
There are a hundred opportunities for goodness each day.
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Eulogy For The Fallen Innocents
Michael Wilkinson

For all the Christmas presents that will never be opened,
For all the birthday candles that will never be lit,
For all the hugs never given, or received,
For all the problems never solved,
The paths never walked,
The songs never sung,
The sunsets never seen,
The world weeps.

From the conifers of Columbine,
To the wheat fields of Pennsylvania,
Triggers are pulled, and the best of us,
Of all we will ever be,
Is taken.

For Naomi Rose, John, Anne-Marie, Marian, Michael,
Anna Mae, Lena, Rachel, Patti, Brian, Mark, Stephanie,
Dave, Mary Liz, Richard, Lance, Daniel, Sean,
And most of all, for Emily, whom I knew,
I dedicate my life to walking the path of a warrior,
To my training;
And to teaching my young students how to defend themselves,
To live lives free of fear and intimidation,
Walking with confidence and clarity,
With awareness and compassion,
Until, at last, for lost innocents,
The world need weep no more.

Impotency
Robert Francis Johnson

A dream
a war…
one of America’s
never-ending?
No,
a personal
archetypical
dream.
They had rifles
and Uzi’s;
me,
a water gun.

Now I know
why…
the penis enlargement
and viagra epidemics.
Now I know why
the obscene sized
SUVs, cars and trucks.

When we’ve been
castrated
by a culture,
having something big
is a good thing.

What we really
need, brothers,
is a phallus.
What we really need
is a heart,
a handful of dirt,
and the courage
to be.
The rage we carry
is love
looking for
a door.
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     When I got good at speaking Japanese, I discovered I was able
to find my way around in some areas which were invisible to most
of the other airmen.  One day, I became inquisitive about a parked
fleet of older on-base taxis, and struck up an acquaintance with
Mr. Higa, only to learn that they were for rent by the day.  So, I
began to expand my horizons by wandering north into the jungle
where not too many
Americans ventured.  Later,
I was cruising along the
west coast of Okinawa, up
in the higher country, and
that kind of experience in
which “the eye gets caught
by something and the mind
won’t let go of it” sort of
happened to me.  There
were these flowers, sort of a
red-purple.  Somehow I felt
a familiarity with them.  I
couldn’t pass them by.  I
had to stop and just be with
them.  I parked the car and
just stood, sort of losing
myself in them.

The Japanese have a whole
art tradition about the mystique of flower, the hana.

Years later, when I was in college on the GI Bill, I took a course in
Medieval Japan through Art and Literature.  I recall a sort of haiku
written by a Japanese woman who came out one morning to fetch
water, only to find that a morning glory had entwined itself around
the handle of her bucket: “Oh, Morning glory!” she had uttered in
one transcendent moment of reverie.  I was Fort Lewis College’s
first exchange student to Japan, and lived with a family of flower
farmers up in Hokkaido.  At the time, I was flashing back on a
batch of acid I had dropped in Durango, narrowly escaping a drug
bust sponsored by the Colorado Bureau of Investigation through
pulling a Mr. Natural-esque escape, wandering away from the
campus, Colorado, the country, the whole scene.  The flower

HELP WANTED

New Mexico Men’s Wellness sure could use some help with a few things:  1) Someone is needed to coordinate
registrations and rosters for conferences.  2) Man Alive! has been blessed to have Cliff Taber’s volunteer services with
design and layout for quite awhile now.  At this point, Man Alive must go one of two directions with respect to layout
and design.  We either need to raise money through donations to pay for layout and design of Man Alive, or we need
someone who is skilled with graphic design and is willing to offer their services once a quarter to be layout artist for
each issue.  If you can volunteer your time with layout, or any of the above, please contact the editor by email:
nelsarts@yahoo.com.  If you can make a financial contribution, please send it to:  Managing Editor, Man Alive!, P.O.
Box 16631, Albuquerque, NM 87191.

HanaHanaHanaHanaHana
Jim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim MischkeJim Mischke

farmers had been patient with my pulling such shit as “spacily”
(as in Space Case) hoeing down whole rows of watermelons on
their remote farm.  Hippies were a bit much for them, so I sent a
box of my stuff via the postal service to a warehouse in Okinawa
and departed to hitchhike.  Sho Chan was a guy I met up with on
the road, and he told me a tale of flora from his collective past.  A

peasant in the distant past
had fallen prey to the
enchantment of the hana,
and purloined it from the
garden of the rich and
powerful.  His trial con-
cluded with a value of
jurisprudence which lives
on in Japanese hearts: “He
was too heavily smitten by
the beauty of the flower.  He
was not himself.  He can not
be punished!”  The Japa-
nese and the hana!

As I was musing over the
flowers in Okinawa, I heard
a voice.  A middle aged
Japanese woman had come
to inquire as to what a

young American soldier was doing standing motionless within the
confines of her land.  Roused from my uncollected space, I
focused upon a kindly and pretty Asian face, seemingly more
curious than defensive.  I merely asked, in the language of the
land, what kind of flowers these were which grew on her garden
wall.  She stared, then smiled: “Boganveel!”  “My mother has
grown these flowers back home, where I live,” I told her.  We both
smiled.  Two very different people had touched each other’s lives
merely because we both loved the beauty of the hana.  For a brief
moment, humanity had overcome the burdens of war, the confines
of race, the limitations of culture, the suspiciousness of the
foreigner, and the incomprehensibilities of language.
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A “Photographic Record” of NMMW?A “Photographic Record” of NMMW?A “Photographic Record” of NMMW?A “Photographic Record” of NMMW?A “Photographic Record” of NMMW?
Uwe SchroeterUwe SchroeterUwe SchroeterUwe SchroeterUwe Schroeter

Dear Men of New Mexico Men’s Wellness:

During the NMMW events I’ve attended, I have tremen-
dously enjoyed taking pictures...both of the always
spectacular scenery at the locations of our quarterly
gatherings, as well as of the men and their activities.  So
far, I have compiled one CD each with pictures from two
ski weekends, two fall conferences and one summer
gathering.  I made those pictures available to the Man
Alive editor, and to the leader of each of the gatherings.
As a result, I was nicknamed “the mad photographer” by
at least one popular NMMW member.

This makes me wonder…is there an interest in compiling a
“photographic record” of NMMW?  There certainly were
many pictures taken over the years, both on film and on
digital media.  Would it be worth it to gather those memo-
ries in a central place?  Would this help us to keep track of
things?  Would we better remember all the fun we had and
all the pain we shared?  Do we care to see us age?  Please
let me know!

NM Men’s Wellness
Calendar of Events

Brown Bag Lunch—Santa Fe: Wednesdays, noon-1:30, at the Men’s Center, 54 ½ E. San Francisco, 2nd floor (just off the plaza…enter
the door to the right of Haagen-Dazs).  The lunch group is a “come one, come all” men’s group that has been meeting in Santa Fe for
the past 13 years.  It is a place to share from the heart and be listened to from the heart.  Contact Max August at (505) 690-6619.

Men’s Lunch Group—Albuquerque: Fridays, 11:45-12:45 PM, at the father and family center, 3214 Purdue Pl. N.E. (one block north of
Central, west off Wellesley).  A drop-in men’s support group for men to talk about concerns and issues in there lives.  Contact Dave
Breault at (505) 266-9233.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness Spring Adopt-A-Highway Project: Saturday, March 24th, 2007.  Meet at exit 233, I-25 and Alameda, at 9:15
AM.  Park on the northwest corner of the intersection, in the Ramada Inn parking lot.  For more information, contact Bob McMain at
(505) 248-1001, or David Johnson at (505) 266-9960.  To be added to the project email list, send an email to Bob at rdrunr@zianet.com.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness Winter Cross Country Ski Weekend: Cooks’ Cabin in Southern Colorado.  Begins Thursday, February
22nd, 2007, and ends on Monday, the 26th.  Contact Lawrence Cook at (505) 898-2206, or email rlcook44@msn.com.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2007 Spring Retreat: Sometime in April.  Contact Will Hoffman at (505) 294-7741, or email
wlhoffman@earthlink.net for details.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2007 Summer Gathering: Jack’s Creek Campground in the Pecos Wilderness (two hours from Albuquer-
que, one hour from Santa Fe).  Begins Friday, July 27th, and ends on Sunday, the 29th.  Theme:  Healing Pathways.  Contact Christopher
King at (505) 344-7810, or email chking@swcp.com.

I would be happy to be the solicitor, archiver and curator
for this project if there is an interest among NMMW
members to do so.  What do you think?  Are there any
concerns?  Please let me know by e-mail at
uweschroeter@comcast.net or by phone at (505) 352-
9258.  I look forward to hearing from you!

Kind regards,

Uwe

Photo: Uwe Schroeter
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Soul Poem
John Herman

Sitting
Looking at old poetry
Back, before, on my road

Much hurt here in these words
Words from the wound
A journey still scrabbling

Through broken rock, blood and ash

There’s a poem about where my soul lives in here somewhere
I remember
It lived in the Earth
In a deep place

Moist, dark and alive

A time gone by

Now I live on the surface
The Sun and the rain and that
And today I contemplate a Man’s Soul
My soul
It still lives beneath the Earth,

I feel
As before in the dirt
But I live above it now
Working, doing my work
The work my soul was hit so fucking hard to create
It has me turned around
Helping those who share some of the steps

I’ve taken behind

But it doesn’t end here
This journey, this time gone by
Certainly

Or maybe it does

Mother and Father behind
My soul still somewhere below
Words like masculine and feminine
Soul, even
Sounding quiet and hollow
Fading into a past
I don’t live anymore

What’s next, I believe,
Must be silence
With nowhere to go
The journey, I’m certain
I will find in silence
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DIRECTORY OF CONTACTS FOR MEN’S GROUPS IN NEW MEXICO

This directory is a work in progress.  Please send corrections and updates to the editor at nelsarts@yahoo.com.  If you are interested
in being part of a men’s group, feel free to use this list as a starting point for finding a group in your area.  Also, see the Calendar of
Events for weekly groups in both Santa Fe and Albuquerque that are open-format.

Northern Region

Max August—Santa Fe
(505) 690-6619

j.maxaugust@gmail.com

Michael Hamilton—Santa Fe
(505) 699-3936

eagle_call@msn.com

Jeff Hood—Santa Fe
(505) 983-8420

jeffhood@adventuresinspirit.com

Victor LaCerva—Santa Fe
(505) 983-4233

victorL@doh.state.nm.us

Robert Spitz—Santa Fe
(505) 988-3541

robtspitz@aol.com
Wednesday Lunch Group

Rob Hawley—Taos
(505) 758-8176

rob@taosherb.com
New Warriors Group

Paul Zelizer—Taos
(505) 758-9066

mrc@laplaza.org
Men’s Resource Center
of Northern New Mexico

Websites of Interest to Men:

www.menshealthnetwork.org
www.malemenopause.com

www.vix.com/menmag
www.menstuff.org

www.themenscenter.com
www.menalive.com

www.testosteronenation.com
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Join us at
COOKS’ CABIN in the Blanco Basin in

SouthwestColorado
for the 18th Annual Gathering

Our 3500 sq. ft. log home with spa can accommodate twenty or so.  There are five
bedrooms and a large second floor loft with a total of ten beds and lots of room for
mattresses, foam pads and sleeping bags.  We have lots of sheets, pillows & blankets.

We are located at 8100’ between the Rio Blanco and Fish Creek, adjacent to the South
San Juan National Forest on the south and east.  Ski terrain varies.  Any level of skier
can be accommodated.  We should expect some snow.  Skiing is possible right out the
front door with trails of various lengths and difficulty, some with broken trails and
many areas to explore and enjoy the shared task of breaking trail.  There are miles of
plowed roads and accessible miles of snowmobile traveled roads.  Bring your own ski
& snow shoe equipment.

The 13.5 miles on the year-round cleared Blanco Basin Road can be most often driven
by any car, but front-wheel or 4-wheel drive is sometimes needed.  I will coordinate
the travel arrangements.

The cost is $25 per person per night. Come for the # of nights that work for you.
Please pay at the weekend.

Please bring your own drinks and food. Breakfasts will be as simple or complex as
you desire.  Lunches will be snacks while skiing.  Saturday evening we will probably
want to coordinate a communal meal around what we can share together.  We have the
basic seasonings, etc.  If you need a particular ingredient, pot or pan, check with
me.

The essence of the weekend is in the spirit of camaraderie.  We continually enjoy
proffering to others the opportunities to be at peace in the blanketed Blanco Basin.
Please bring what you wish to share via poetry, songs, stories, queries, games, talking
sticks, drums and other musical instruments.  The time can be as laid back or struc-
tured as you wish to make it.

Contact Lawrence Cook at 1503 Lucyle Pl. N.W., Albuq. N.M. 87114-8819 or
(505) 898-2206 or  rlcook44@msn.com
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